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Contact CMS Today!
We provide on-going, personalized solutions to your sales
and use tax issues.  Whether your question is about tax on
a vendor invoice, ways to minimize tax on capital
purchases, or how a recent regulatory change applies to
your purchases we can help you find a solution.  

At CMS we look forward to developing a relationship, not
just completing an engagement.

5251 California Avenue, Suite 130, Irvine, California 92617   
Phone: 949.725.0612    Fax: 949.725.8347

www.contractmgmt.com



Contract Management Strategies
offers a comprehensive menu 
of state and local tax services.

Vendor Overpayments
We review vendor invoices to identify and recover tax overpayments made to
suppliers. Our in depth review allows us to recover taxes overpaid as the result
of vendor systems conversions, state law changes, court decisions, state policy
and administrative changes. 

We Help Our Clients Become Proactive
At CMS we believe knowledge and training are the keys to minimizing sales and
use tax errors. During the audit we will review your sales and use tax returns and
make recommendations that can result in a less complex and more accurate
reporting process.  At the completion of our audit we will present a tax seminar
customized for your staff and your tax issues.  Also, our management reports are
a client favorite because we use “real life” examples.

Audit Defense
Our goal during the audit defense process is to ensure the final audit accurately
reflects the amount of tax due.  Each CMS audit defense engagement has
reduced or eliminated our client’s proposed tax liability.  For several clients their
liability became a refund!  Most clients have had, are having, or will be having
a sales and use tax audit.  Although it is not unusual for an audit to result in a
tax liability it is unusual not to find areas where that liability can be reduced.

Client A:  The state completed their audit and issued
a $240,000 determination.  Our client asked us to
review the working papers before they signed off on
the audit.  After reviewing the state’s audit work
papers and the client’s accrual reports we were able
to reduce the audit liability to less that $60,000.  The
reduction was achieved by eliminating exempt
transactions erroneously included in the state’s audit
sample and identifying credits due for use tax
accrued on certain exempt medical devices and
nontaxable services.

Client B:  A client’s sales tax audit was performed by an auditor who had never
audited a hospital.  The auditor’s on-site field work was approaching 18 eighteen
months with no end in sight.  The hospital called CMS and asked for assistance
in focusing the auditor and completing the audit.  In two months the audit was
complete.  We reduced the number of transactions disallowed in the audit by
50%.  We also set up a more accurate sales and use tax reporting process
taking advantage of a  recent regulatory change affecting reporting requirements
related to certain central supply items.

Item Master Review
A complete, accurate item file dictionary is a key component in paying the
correct amount of tax to your vendors and to the state.  We review and update
the tax flags in your item master file to reflect current state statutes. 

Exempt Prosthetic or
Consumable Supply?
A challenge unique to healthcare
facilities in trying to accurately pay
sales and use tax is the fact that
an item may be taxable when
used in one department and
exempt when used in another
department.  An item may be
taxable when used in surgery but
exempt if used in the  recovery
room or on the patient floor.

Personal Property 
or Real Property?
In some states a CT scanner or
MRI is considered equipment and
generally subject to tax.  In other
states the same CT scan or MRI is
considered real property subject to
property tax not sales tax! 

For answers to additional sales tax questions contact our 
tax expert, Diane Buaas, at dbuass@contractmgmt.com.
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